
Landslide 3 Yard Quilt with J’Ann McEwen - NEW 
Skill Level: Confident Beginner and up, Class Fee: $45 
WYOMING: Tues Mar 8; 9:30 - 4:00 
Class limited to 9 people 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Everyone is loving the 3 Yard Quilt patterns by Fabric Cafe.   Now we have added Landslide to the 
list.  Finished quilt size is 42 x 60”. It is in the Quilts in a Jiffy 3 Yard Quilt Book. This quilt can made 
bigger but the one for class is using the 42 x 60” size.   
 
Please note that these books call for binding at 1-1/4” and I prefer the 2-1/2” so you will need a 
little extra of the Fabric #3 for the binding. Additionally the borders are joined edge-to-edge and 
not on the 45% angle so if you prefer the 45% angle, please take this into consideration when 
purchasing your fabric. 
 
Supply List: 
Landslide Quilt pattern found in the Quilts in a Jiffy book by Fabric Cafe 
 
Fabric Requirements: 
3 1-yard cuts of 44/45” fabric 
Note that the class only includes the quilt top 
[3 yards 45/45” wide fabric for backing] 
[Batting for a 44 x 62” quilt] 
 
Machine in good working order and one you are familiar with 
1/4” piecing foot or quilting foot with guide (recommended) OR open toe foot if you prefer to piece with 
this 
75/11 quilting needles or 70/10 Microtex sharp needles for piecing 
50 wt neutral color piecing thread (beige or gray works well also) 
Fabric marking pencil or other marking pencil such as Frixion 
Stripology ruler if you have one 
Square up ruler to cover block size 9 1/2 x 9 1/2” 
6 x 24” ruler 
 
Basic sewing supplies including: 
Scissors 
Seam ripper  
Straight pins 
Rotary cutting mat (18” x 24” recommended) 
Rotary cutter (45 mm recommended) 
 

 
PLEASE HAVE SUPPLIES AND PATTERN PURCHASED PRIOR TO CLASS DATE 

 

 


